
Campus Affairs Committee

9/17/2023

Present: Bouno, Mayers, Johnson, Cronan, Delrenzo, Sundell
Absent: Milner, Hurwitz McCloskey, Dumas

Meeting started at 5:34
Chair Bouno: Cahir Buono started off the meeting by recapping the last meeting and the take
away from the previous meeting. She then asked Senator Sundell for clarification

Sundell: Sundell clarified that these ideas are called “Action Items”

Chair Bouno: Asked the committee to think about the Action items by the end of each meeting
and put those to use.

Chair Bouno: Stress the importance of the loaner laptops. URI students are heavily Mac reliant
which can only be fixed at the Apple store in Providence. This causes students to be without a
computer for a substantial amount of time. She said that she will work to find money for the
loaner laptops somewhere in the schools budget

Chair Bouno: Discussed an upcoming meeting with SAS specifically the President and Vice
President. Buono wanted to clarify the difference of the terminology that the SAS uses versus
how Senate specifically the word “committee”

Sundell: Sundell CLarify what SAS wants from the senate. Sundell discussed that rather than
being a committee SAS is to remain as a separate organization that will seek out advice and our
resources and connections.

Chair Buono: Buono wants to do a sweet treat event but funding is limited. The planned
Academic/Campus school supply drive is still in the works.

Chair Buono: Announced the that she wants to a campus cleaning up, She wants to do
competition to make it

Sundell: Senator Sundell suggested bingo for clean up

Mayers: Mayers suggested that we do superlatives for campus clean up

Chair buono: Buono recovered the importance of coming to meetings and being consistent.
The Campus Affairs google doc was reiterated so committee members can share their ideas.

Johnson: Johnson wants recheck some previous projects



Mayers: MAyers asked JOhnson to join his STI project

Delerenzo: Asked about the changing of snack in vending machines

Mayers: addressed concerns of perishable items

Mayers asked to reevaluate the allergy pantries.

Chair Buono: Suggest doing the dining inspection to be in October.

Johnsons; Action Plan is to recheck Aunt Flow and staring working with Mayers

MAyers: ACtion plan is to work on the STI plan and to get desktop computers in resident hall
lounges. Mayers stressed the limitations of Macs’

Cronan: His action plan is to help out facilitating campus affairs events

Delorenzo: Delorezo wants to work on the vending machine and more investigative work for that

Meeting Timed out a 6:09


